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Create stunning panoramas from a database of more than 1600 digital cameras or from your own images. Edit your photos, including
rotation, orientation, exposure, brightness and contrast. Export any image of the panorama in a variety of formats: JPG, JPEG, PNG,
EPS, PSD, BMP. Transform your panoramas into stunning 3D images. Create beautiful Panoramas from raw file or your images.
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* An easy-to-use application that will help you to create and enhance panoramas for the Internet. * With this application, you will be
able to create interactive panoramas, rotate photos on your screen and send them to Facebook. * The application allows you to save
images to the gallery and easily share them via e-mail, social networks or blogs. Key features of Keymacro: * Create interactive
panoramas * Import and export photos to the gallery * 3D Panorama creation * Image manipulation * Fingertip interface * Browser
plugins * Export to CD, DVD or USB drive * Supports panoramas in JPEG, PNG, GIF and BMP format Keymacro can be used to
export photos to the gallery, and the application also comes with an import filter that lets you import the photos you want to process
for panoramas. In addition, the application enables you to create 3D panoramas from images in JPEG, PNG and GIF format. The
application also has tools that will enable you to rotate, zoom and adjust the brightness and saturation of your photos. Furthermore,
Keymacro will enable you to embed graphics from different formats into the panoramas. This is a vital part of the workflow, as
Keymacro can make use of graphic plugins available for the application. The app also has a basic image browser to display the
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photos you want to work with. In addition, Keymacro also lets you save images to the gallery, e-mail them, upload them to Facebook,
or export them to CD or DVD or USB. KEYMACRO License: Keymacro is free for commercial use. KEYMACRO Pricing:
Keymacro is available for download for free. KEYMACRO Google Play: KEYMACRO's Android version is available in Google
Play. KEYMACRO App Store: KEYMACRO's iOS version is available in the Apple App Store. KEYMACRO File Size:
KEYMACRO is a portable application that can be installed on your computer. The application is available in a size of less than 2
MB. KEYMACRO Compatibility: Keymacro can be installed on a computer with Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows
10, Windows 10 Mobile, Windows 10 Mobile Developer Preview, Windows 10 Mobile October 2018 Update and Windows 10
October 2018 Update and Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, Windows Server 2016 and Windows 1d6a3396d6
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The best way to capture outstanding images is to view them from a new perspective. When we visit a place, we often capture
multiple images from different angles, but the ones taken from the same location, even if they are centered, usually do not look as
good as those taken from other locations. PanoramaStudio, an easy-to-use and intuitive panorama stitching software, allows you to
create stunning panoramas from multiple images taken from the same location. The only thing you need to do is to make sure the
images you want to merge are taken from the same location, and the app will automatically detect the optimum overlapping areas.
You also have the opportunity to fine-tune your images before creating your project, by changing the direction, size, and exposure. If
you want to further beautify your images, you can also use the white balance, shadows, and brightness filters. PanoramaStudio also
allows you to export your project to PSD files that can be imported to Photoshop or other image editing applications, in order to
continue your editing work. The interface of PanoramaStudio is as intuitive as possible and does not require any knowledge of image
editing. This means that even beginners are able to create their first panoramas without any problems. Key features: * Full support
for RAW images (JPEG, TIFF, and BMP formats are supported as well) * Works with up to 64 images and projects with up to 24
images * Supports a large range of overlapping areas * Allows you to combine images with different focal lengths * Uses the default
settings from most digital cameras * Works on all operating systems including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux * Allows you to
create a 3D panorama by combining two images * Allows you to create a scene and share it with other panorama apps * Provides
various ways to enhance your images * Supports all types of panoramas (rectilinear, equirectangular, and cylindrical) * Includes
profiles for more than 1600 digital cameras * Includes import filters for RAW formats (DNG, NEF, and CR2) * Includes a database
of profiles for up to 320 cameras (JPG and RAW formats) * Allows you to optimize your images in order to enhance their quality *
Allows you to modify your image size * Allows you to edit the orientation, background color, and brightness * Allows you to add and
replace images in your project * Allows you to

What's New In PanoramaStudio?
- Import your RAW files into the database of the program, and convert them to JPG - Save all the imported images into a folder of
your choice - Create a wide, landscape, or city panorama from all your imported images - Preview the panorama on the preview
window - Add images to panoramas - Adjust the crop size and rotation of the images in the panorama - Reduce the number of
panoramas by removing those that do not match your expectations - Adjust the size and quality of the panoramas - Export the
panoramas in various formats, including PDF, PSD, JPG, and TIFF - Set the size of the panorama according to your needs - Adjust
the resolution of the panorama - Adjust the brightness of the image and the contrast - Assign a name to the panorama - Insert layers
in your panorama - Send an email with a link to download your panorama - Adjust the size, brightness, contrast, and color of your
panorama - Adjust the quality of the panorama (ISO, FPS, and other parameters) - Set an appropriate contrast of the panorama Copy and paste images to and from the panorama - Set the alignment of the panorama - Adjust the crop of the panorama - Alter the
path and rotation of the panorama - Preserve the original colors of the image - Adjust the orientation of the panorama - Adjust the
height and width of the panorama - Add shadows and contrast to the panorama - Adjust the tilt of the panorama - Rotate the
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panorama 360 degrees - Combine images to create a panorama with multiple images - Remake a panorama after it has been adjusted
- Set the position of your panorama in a directory, file, and even an object on your computer - Create high-quality panoramas Adjust the exposure of the images in the panorama - Create interactive 3D panoramas - Adjust the color, contrast, and brightness of
the image in a panorama - Create panoramas with multiple images - Manage all of your panoramas in a database - Adjust the quality
of your panorama - Adjust the quality of the images in your panorama - Reduce the size of the panorama for a smartphone - Store
the resulting images in a photo album - Crop and align the panorama - Make a template for you panorama - Save the final image as a
panorama - Make a panorama for you phone - Load and work with panoramas in Google Earth - Rotate, zoom, and fly to your
desired location - Export the images into a layered PSD file - Export the final panorama to a JPG file - Export the panorama to a
TIFF, JPG, and PS
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System Requirements:
Supported operating system: Mac OS X 10.9 and later Windows 8.1 and later PlayStation 4 and PlayStation Vita in PS4 or vita
format only. Supported Language: English Changelog: Added a new stage "Bayonetta" Added a new stage "Lucky Moon" Added a
new stage "Black Sky" Added a new stage "Phantom" Added a new stage "Trace" Added a new stage "Pilot" Added
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